
“Until just recently, I have been Lynn’s immediate supervisor for the last year. I found her to be consistently pleasant, tackling 
all assignments with dedication and a smile.

“Besides being a joy to work with, Lynn is a take-charge person who is able to present creative ideas to all different 
education levels and explain the benefits of those great designs. During her time, she was attentive to the people around 
her. She was always on time to work and arrived with a desire to get to work. She created many display ads for clients that 
had in the past been difficult to please.

I recommend Lynn for employment. She would make a great asset to any organization.”

reference via richard houlberg, former general manager at quik quarter

“Hi Erika-Lynn, I would like anyone you are thinking of working for to know what a pleasure it is to work with you. The 
graphic art results are great and your attitude is open and caring.”

reference via michele bellah, buyer at copperfield’s books

“As the Director of Area Development for a Wyoming-based holding company, Lynn and I became acquainted as the result 
of a recruiting as I had placed for a sales person in 2011. Lynn, both in her application as well as her interview, absolutely 
stood out above all other candidates. Professional, personable, enthusiastic and just wonderfully amiable, she gave 
me no choice but to hire her immediately. What I later realized is that Lynn’s skill set not only includes a strong aptitude 
for interpersonal relationships and networking, but she possesses an uncanny talent for design and marketing. A high 
level of artistic competence and contemporary relevance infiltrates virtually every aspect of her day to day work. She also 
understands and utilizes social networking media like no one I know! Lynn thrives in an environment that values creativity, 
vision and perfection. I would recommend her for any position she is compelled to pursue.”

reference via john pendley, former executive sales director at first wyoming capital



Multimedia Design Fine Art, Layout of Publications/Press, Photography, Tailoring, Web Design.

Branding/Identity Consulting, Strategy, Implementation 

Wholistic Marketing. Viewing Production/Marketing/Sales as a whole. Using intrusive and soft forms media. 

Public Relations Interactive Marketing/Networking 
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